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NEW QUESTION: 1
DRAG DROP
You are validating user input by using JavaScript and regular expressions.
A group of predefined regular expressions will validate two input fields:
An email address in a function named validateEmail (for example, [email&#160;protected])
A nine-digit number that allows optional hyphens after the second and fifth character in a
function
named validateSSN(for example, 555555555 or 555-55-5555)
You need to use the correct expression to validate the input.
Which expression should you insert into each function? (To answer, drag the appropriate
regular expression statement to the correct location. Each regular expression statement may
be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes
or scroll to view content.) Select and Place:
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which command can be used to check the syntax of a Veritas Cluster Server configuration file
created manually?
A. haclus
B. haconf
C. hasys
D. hacf
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
What must you do when unmapped report fields appear in the Map Fields dialog box?

A. Map fields to global variables.
B. Map the fields required for the report.
C. Run the Dependency Checker.
D. Map all required fields to subreport links.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Assertion:
A company is implementing smart cards to authenticate users. Users must be able to
self-provision their smart cards by using the One-Time Password (OTP) feature.
Reason:
You must configure a RADIUS server with software distribution tokens and ensure that
communication ports are open, a shared secret has been created, user accounts corresponding
to Active Directory Domain Services have been created on the RADIUS server, and the
Remote Access server has been configured as a RADIUS authentication agent before you can
configure he OTP support.
Evaluate the Assertion and Reason statements and choose the correct answer option.
A. Both the Assertion and Reason are true, and the Reason is the correct explanation for the
Assertion,
B. The Assertion is false, but the Reason is true.
C. Both the Assertion and the Reason are false.
D. The Assertion is true, but the Reason is false.
E. Both the Assertion and Reason are true, but the Reason is not the correct explanation for the
Assertion.
Answer: C
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